Partner with Precision
Experience a companion diagnostic partnership in perfect sync.
Partner with Precision

Agilent innovation, leadership, and collaboration ensure the highest-quality diagnostic assay, perfectly paired to your targeted treatment. From clinical trials to global distribution, Agilent coordinates CDx development to precisely align with partner needs, driving precision medicine innovation to help enhance patient quality of life.

Agilent CDx partnerships can begin at any stage in the co-development process. Explore each stage below:
Landmark experience and cutting-edge innovation come together to unlock the potential of targeted treatment, precisely pairing the right detection technology for each biomarker target.
Flexible diagnostic support ensures a form-fitting co-development program that precisely complements unique drug development needs.
Global regulatory expertise in over 85 countries guides a collaborative co-registration process to ensure precisely coordinated drug-diagnostic approval around the world. Use the globe to explore a selection of our regulatory relationships.
Deliver at Scale & Drive Broad Adoption

Robust manufacturing capabilities in Europe and the U.S. mean production can scale to meet customer demand, precisely when and where it’s needed.

Coordinated commercialization efforts backed by a global reputation for CDx excellence ensure each therapeutic reaches the precise population it was designed to aid.
Agilent has leveraged versatile technology and a customized co-development process to enable the development of the first PD-L1 companion and complementary diagnostic assays.
Partner with Us

See how an Agilent CDx partnership can advance your precision medicine program.

Email: CDxPartnerships@agilent.com

And explore more online at https://www.agilent.com/en/solutions/companion-diagnostics